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Mountain Lakes Preserve

3.5± Mile Trail Run

Course Marking

How to draw arrows with spray chalk

Ideally, arrows at junction begin before trail junction, continue through junction, and terminate beyond 
junction. Turns are one or two small arrows at about 15 meters before junction, 10 meters before, and then a 
long arrow before, through, and after.

Arrows are made of line segments: / | \ not filled in arrowheads. Confusing false trails, mark with X. 

The notes below are a guide.  There are lots of minor twists and turns on this course.  Mark the course so it is 
plain to follow.

For a more serious event, use flagging tape as needed to block off wrong directions.

Course – See map other side.
Start at mark A, on the pipeline right-of-way near the crossing of the white blazed trail.

Draw start line across trail.

Mark B: right turn onto paved access road.

Mark C: left onto service right-of-way, blazed blue

Course proceeds down hill 

Right turn, over concrete bridge.  

After the bridge, take left branch over lake outlet – not the high berm.

Mark D: Right turn, continuing with lake on right.

Mark E: Right turn, onto yellow trail, over stone crossing at creek.

Continue YELLOW trail.  (White trail meets and diverges.)

Mark F: Beyond the outcropping of large rocks, continue straight onto RED trail.

Continue RED trail, across gas line reservation.

Mark G: Left turn on WHITE trail, along edge of field.

Right, down a slope, across a creek, and up into next field.

Mark H: Right, and continue counterclockwise around field, through a break in the trees and into next field.

Mark I: Right, down a slope, across a creek, and up into a wooded area on WHITE trail.

Continue WHITE trail

Mark A: Left, on sewer right-of-way.

Mark J: Right, onto paved path, over a footbridge leading toward amphitheater.

Exact finish will be determined in the vicinity of amphitheater, Mark R.

Draw a finish line at the finish.
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